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CHARTS l?OR CHECKING THE STABILITY 0)?
COMI?RESS1ON MEMBERS IN TRUSSES*
By K, Borkmann
,,.
SUMMARY
The present report contains a set of charts developed
for computing the fixity effect on a compression mem%er
in a truss through its adjacent members, the amount of
fixity being considered variable with the particular total
truss load. The use of the charts is illustrated on two-
and three-bay systems, as well as on a triangular truss,
1. I?iTRODUCTION
In practice, the more general method of checking the
stability of trusses, as of fuselages or wing spars, for
instance, heretofore , has been to take the effect of fix-
ity into account through fixity factors introduced as con-
stants.
But this way of appraising the effect may lead to er-
roneous results, because the amount of fixity does not
merely hinge upon the truss design but largely also on the
stress existing at the moment in the whole system. The
usual procedure of checking the buckling strength of a
truss within its plane of the system with spatially de-
fined nodal points under a certain stress, is to resolve
tho entire truss into groups of members, the members of
each group being assumed rigid, but the individual groups
as being hinged. (The result is then still somewhat on
the safer side.)
——_________________ __ ._ ____ _______
*lJKurventafeln fir den Stabilit&t snachweis ebener Stab-
gruppen.11 Luftfahrtforschung, vol. 13, no. 1, January
20, 1936, pp. 1-9.
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The buckling criterion (within the plane of the sYs-
tem) of such an individual group with, say, m-rigid nod-
al points, is the first occurrence of zero in the denomi-
nator determinant of an m-term system of equations, ~here-
in the nodal point rotations represent the uriknown factors,
while the coefficients show the constants ,EJ/Z of the in-
dividual members as well as trigonometric functions of the
(varying with the amount of stress in member) instability
criteria a = 1 J%: (again of the individual members)
(reference 1) .
TO adduce such a stability proof is very tedious be-
cause the coefficients must be successively established
for different multiples of the given loading conditions
with predetermined arrangement and loading’, the value of
the denominator determinant computed therefrom in order to
find at last by interpolation that load stage at which
this determinant becomes zero; that is, the individual
group Imckles. This expenditure of time is particularly
undesirable when, during the designing, several dimensions
‘have to be compared.
To forego this paper work, the following charts, based
on the same formulas, have been developed and which, once
the values of f
‘@and ~=l~s~ have been determined,
2
disclose whether- or not the individual group is buckling
resistant (within its plane of the system)~
II. GENERALR EMARKS ON THE USE OF THE CHARTS
1. Applicability to Buckling beyond Limit
of Proportionality
The charts can be used equally well when one or more
members of an individual group under predetermined load-
ing have already exceeded the proportionality limit Op,
provided these superelastically stressed members are com-
puted with Youngts modulus (TE) suitably reduced to con-
form with its stress a, rather than with E itself,
According to a previously advanced” suggestion (refer-
ence 2) , it is expedient to estimate ~ in such a way as
to afford a linear interpolation of the particular o val-
ues between T = 1 and T = o for Csp and 0..2 (fig. 1).
Iq
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2. Notation
... .,.. .. . . !. ., ... —.. —.. . . . 4 ---- .,, .,s...,. -, . . . . . . . . .
The. identifying value of a compression member of
length 2, bending stiffness” EJ, and axial force S in
the buckling proof, is the’
Instability criterion CL= ZG
.—————-————-—————— ..-.—————-.
~ Yor practical reasons,
()
the charts show the quantity
g
= :~(sx= “natural buckling loadfl of the member with
Tr
both ends hinged) rather than a.
If, in a group of members, at a given str’ess, each in-
dividual a is smaller than n, that is, g’
0
less than
1,
?7
then, of course, each member of itself is buckling re-
sistant (with fixed nodal points) and so also is the whole
group.
- If any individual cc is greater than l-r, that is,()gG‘t-r greater than 1, then the pertinent member with elas-
~ic support at both ends, would of itself buckle. It there-
fore needs to be proved that this so-called IIbuckling mem-
%ertl forms an individual group with one or more of its ad-.
jacent members, and which - assumedly hinged to the rest
of the truss - is resistant to buckling in its plane. Ev-
ery not completely utilized compression or tension member
may serve as adjacent member. l?or a tension member a =
t ~. where Z = axial force.
The use of the charts further requires the
Bar parameter ~ =
69.: r:).
——..— ___________________________
for each adjacent member within the individual group with
‘Ibuckling, member” K and the,lladjacent memhersfl N (N,.=
1,’2 .0 i).
The terms ‘lbucklingll and ~tadjacent” member within an
individual group are chosen merely with a view to better
illustration. Admittedly, upon reaching the buckling lim-
it, the individual group buckles as a whole, not the buck-
ling strut alone, within the individual group.
.
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If the truss syste’m ‘has several such buckling struts,
then a single group in itself lmckling resistant must be
found for each of these buckling mem%ers whereby, of
course, a sol-called adjacent member may not belong more
than once to any single group.
As previously pointed out, the statements hereinafter
as regards buckling within”.the plane of the elastic sys-
tem, apply to groups of members with spatially defined
(although rotatable) nodal points. l?urther, it is pre-
sumed that the principal axes of the mem%ers run parallel
or at right angles to the plane of the elastic system.
III. APPLICATION OF CHARTS
Figure 2 illustrates the various single groups which
are to be checked as regards lmckling strength on”the
charts.
Rl Buclzlin~ of a two-bay group of members in its
——..———..— ————— _______
plane. (Chart A, system of arratigemerit at lower left).-
————_— _________
Given:
%=(y)N: (y)K’
aK 2
()—— >1,
I-r/
,
f3.N2
()
—— <1,
l-i
if the adjacent member is a not fully utilized compression
member .
If, on the other hand, the adjacent member is a ten-
sion member with axial force Z, then al~ = I
J
z
ii ‘ ‘n
which case P)N2 maybe > 1,\%– / and the part of the chart
aN 2
0
marked “tension memberll should be used for –- .
\’I-r
Then find the point A (see, for example, fig. 4),
P
-. ——.
‘,)
4!
.
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~“( ).having the coordinates ~ an’ (%s = (%% ‘f A
lies below the. curve “with the ‘given parameter qlN,: then
the,gr:oup of members is resistant, to buckling, and vice
versa4 !.
Aside from that, chart A also affords - though for
the elastic range of both members only - the extent of ex-
isting buckling strength: ,
~N 2
( ,)
UK 2
Connect point A with the polar P:. ;- ()
= 0; -# =
O and dram the line PA with the curve corresponding t?
the giV@I ,~N ,s0 as to i.IIterSr3C’b S. Then j = 7PS PA is
the ?mckling strength.
Note--- The charts are based on the following formulas:
————
General:
-——————
a 2. (
~21-’~ ——.——
“)tan a
u= ——-——-——— v = -––—––––-––~––––––––—––––-?5
1 - ;a:–~
(
a
1- ) (
———— - - 1 - –-Q- )
tan a sin az
z
,( l-a ————- )w= sin a~—————-—————.—————— —-————--
2
( :=) (
a’2
1 - a“ - 1- ————-
sin a )
Chart A?
————---
‘Kr ‘.UN %:= 0
Chart B:
(Uq I+ &r’) - VKr [(UKr’)l + (UKr’).r ]+ Uxr v~r = O
r
Chart C:
-——————
“+ ‘Kr [(91 VI + % V2)2 - f~12 W12 + 922 w%’)]
—
.-
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Special Oase of Two-Bay System, .
a) The values given for the lengths, stiffness, and
axial forces are merely those, for mutual comparison of -
tK (EJ)K and SE
——. —
ii’ (EJ)N ,, i;
rather than their absolute valuesti
Even so, the buckling limit of the individual group
may be taken from chart A (solely for the case of elastic
stress in both member’s) by means of the auxiliary straight
line for tan ~, located between chart and pole P.
First determine:
~N = (EJ)~ tK
the parameter -——- -.
(EJ)K ZN
and
ZNZ SN (EJ)K = CL1l2
the auxiliary value tan @ = ——————————— .
t~2 s
()
~K /~ (EJ)N ‘–
From the given comparative values, ascertain point B on
the auxiliary straight line for the obtained value tan ~,
then extend PB over B until it intersects the cu’rv~ (point
C) defined by parameter ~. The ordinate (~Kr/n) of
point C is a criterion for the fixity effect of %uckling
strut K through the adjacent member N, since the in-
dividual group does not buckle u’ntil the stress in the
buckling strut has become (a+)’ times its llnaturaltl
buckling load (EJ)K IT2Sx = ––-: ~-- l
LK
b) Fixity of a “bucklingtt strut at one extremity
through several ‘~neighboring~t struts (chart A, system ac-
cording to fig. 25).
Given data:
a~ 2()——l-r > 1, for buckling strut
(N=l, 2 .,* i, for each neighboring strut*
———_.____— ______ ____ _
——________________ ____ ____ .
*If Oile or more of these are tension members, the state-
ment under III,a (aN/n)2 is applicable.
..—....—---,.-—.—.- ...-----,.. . .-,.—-—-. .....—, ,,, ,,, , .,, ,,,. ,, ,. .,..-
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First ascertain whe.t~er or not an isolated adjacent
member already.forms a buckling-resistant single group of
itself with the buckling member. This is attempted ac-
cording. to III,a. :,.
,,,,
.,
,I,fsuch is ,no.tthe: case, find the reduced, ,bar parame-
,.
.—, ct~~ .
ter ~~t. ()referred to -n- =, O for, each of the adjacent’
members’ N on the chart’ as ,follows:,
.,,
aN 2
()
Proceeding upward from the given abscissa ‘ ;- ,
continue until point ?)N meets the curve corresponding to
the pertinent parameter ~, then pass horizontally over
aN 2
it to the axis () =G– / o, and determine on it the rela-
tive ~m (See fig. 4.)
Then if. the point
C:Y = 0; C$Y = eJ lies
below the curve with the parameter ?= xv~? the individ-
ual group is resistant to buckling and, if a%ove the curve
with parameter ~ = Z ~N$ the individual group is not
s“afe against buckling.
With a great number of adjacent members, it is possi-
ble that two or three of them already afford a sufficient-
ly high value of T = z @N. (The introduction of reduced
%$parameter in the sense of an intermediate calculation,
does not signify omissio”n of th”e axial stresses in the ad-
jacent members. For the case of only one adjacent member,
the procedure is as that described under III,a.)
c) Buckling of a three-hay gro_u~ in its plane (charts
A, B; system illustrated below chart ~~j-––--–
Given:
!Nz ‘ (Y~N1 “:@iZjK “
‘&r.= &-)Nr:m.
. ..’
. .. ..
---- . . ... .
I
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.
(7_g“> 1,IT ,..
%~2 <1* aNr 2
‘( )
——
l-r ()
and --- < 1*
Assuming a joint between compression mem~er and the
right adjacent member Nr say, check whether the individ-
ual group (III,a) consisting of member K and the left ad-
jacent mern%er lit is in itself buckling proof. If not,
assume a joint between K and Nt and check whether the
..
group consisting of K : and I?r is in itself buckling
proof. If even this is not, then take the
UN 2()value relative to –# and to the curve with parameter
%1 (or the G$Y’F?:J ‘e’-ativeto C%ja”dto
the curve with parameter ~Nrrfrom chart A.
aKr!2
()
a& 2
T’rom ––––
I-r/ ()and —– then’ determine the value
t
TT /r
axr 2() according to chart B,
?-/
which corr esponds to t’he
buckling load of member K for thegiven size of member
and to the stress in the two adjacent members; If the
a& 2() aK 2——— ()taken from the chart exceeds the given ~- ,TT
then the three-bay group is secure from buckling.
&~ Fixit& of a buckling strut through several ad~a-
—.——— _____________
——————— -—————.———————————— ——
cent members at its two ends (Charts A and B, ‘gr~up ar-
rangement according to fig. 2d).- Given: (~K/?) > 1 fOr
buckling member, for each adjacent member (see footnote,
p. 6) applied on the left end of the buckling member:
:1 = 11 ‘ 21”” l_:&_______________________––––_–___________
*See footnote, p. 6.
Ilp - ‘-”-’
:./
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aq a
,() ——-<1 =(?)N,’.F--)X.’and.% ....,.. ‘l% --..’ . . . . . .
and for every adjacent member applied on” the right end of
the lmckling member (see footnote, p. 6) (N.r ‘lr, 2r ...
ir) ‘
2
r)
r
.——
l-r <1 and ~Nr = c;)Nr:e;)K
Assume a joint - say, at the right end of K, and ver-
ify whether the individual group formed of K and all ad-
jacent members Nt (applied at left end of K) is by it-
self safe against buckling. If not, apply the same pro-
cedure to the other (left) end of K; if. this fails also,
curve with, parameter ~1
=~%~ or the value
with ?r = ~ @Nr from chart A. Naturally, every one of
these values is smaller than the given value !$ .
~,xr! 2 ()
()
a&i 2
Following the determination of ––––
and’( )
———— ,
l-r 1 l-r /r
the rest of the procedure is as before.
Ql Buckling of a triangular truss within its plane of
—.—————- —__________
the s~stem (Chart C,
—— .______
arrangement according to figure 2e).-
————— ——.—
As a rule, a member which (pinned support at both ends),
with a given loading, precisely’ reaches its natural buck-
ling load, i.e., for which (a/l-r)’= 1, may not be utilized
for fixation of an adjacent buckling member with the same
loading condition, since its ends are free to turn without
offering resistance, By this argument an open multi-bay
system of members i’s i“n one of its buckling conditions
when , precisely, (~i/m)2 = 1 for each of its individual
members i (fig. 3a).
But the conditions are different in the triangular
truss. Since, on buckling of such a truss at least one
member must buckle in an S shape (fig. 3b), it is very
—
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well possible ;hat: (C%/TT)z is already greater than 1 for
all three members, while the triangle itself has still not.
buckled within its plane.
In cases where for two, or even-all three members
() 2QI-r/ z 1, the use of the charts proceeds with any desig-
nated member as “buckling strut” (member 3) , and the other
two as ‘ladjacent memberstl (members 1 and 2) .
For the proof of the buckling of a triangular truss,
i.e@Y the determination of value (aKr/n) for the actual
buckling status, four individual factors are available,
each of which is able to exert a marked effect on the re-
sult : the parameters 91 and ~z, and the instability
criteria (al/n)2 and (a2/n)2 of the adjacent members.
For this reason, it is impossible to include every exist-
ing case exact in a few charts.
And so chart C comprises a series of individual
charts for the six most essential combinations of insta-
bility criteria of members 1 and 2, from which the actual
buckling load of member 3 (buckling strut K) may be read
in function of the two parameters Y1 =
~$~x : ~~, and
~a = &-), : &)3 in form of value (-#) for these
individual cases-
For the actually existing instability .criteria %=
2
as 2
()
aK 2
()
( )
“ir,/
and –– the particular value -.~ can then he es-
I-r/
timated ~y interpolation of the results of the contiguous
special cases.
,% 2
()If then; finally, the obtained value of –~z
,ex-
~K 2
()
ceeds the given –m– of member 3, the triangular system
is resistant to buck ing.
L-II,2
The choice of these combinations of ()
ct22
3– / and ()\–n–/
in the form of
a12=
() o + 1 &—— 1 1l-r/
2
&2 =
()
o + 1 0 0 +——
‘n
——.—
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was based upon the following considerations:
1. “Accordi’n-g”’”t’o””’”experienc”e,‘“it“-does”-notaf”f@”ctthe
result of a buckling calculation very much when a member
under tension is introduced as unstressed. (The result
still leaves one ‘on the safer side.) Whence the introduc-
aN 2
()
tion of ~- = O as lower limiting case.
2. Although we had previously stated that theoretica-
lly the (et/11)2 values of all three members ‘may exceed
1, without causing buckling - in practice, however, the
adjacent memlers will not be fully utilized as regard’s
c)2buckling, i.e., –~ UN 2< 1, ()so that ~- = 1 actually
represents a rare and unfavorable case.
For occasionally encountered special cases with still
higher instability criteria of adjacent mem%ers, a sepa-
rate proof of the buckling strength must be adduced (de-
termiilation of zero value of determinant of denominator).
3. Between these two limit values O and 1, the mean
value ~, serves as basis of these charts.
IV. EXAMPLES
TO III~gG____––___Buckling of a two-bay system (arrangement,
fig. 2a).- What is the buckling safety of the two-bay sys-
tem K-N with the given’ values?
K N
EJ I s EJ 1 s
kg cm2 cm kg kg cmz cm kg
1. Example 3x 106 50 -15,000 3.5X166 40 -8,000
2. Example 3x106 45 -18,000 2.5X16G 50 +3,000
12 N.A, C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 800
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Exam&le 1
——— —.. —
3*54
a~ 2()——l-r = 1.2’7
CLN 2()——‘i-r = 0.37’ (not fully utilized compression member).
The system is resistant to buckling because, accord-
ii~g to chart A (fig. .):
1.1
Examnle 2
——— —_. —
“K‘ “m= 3*48;(5 =’023
“.=50=F=1*’3;G92=0030‘tensionmember)o
The system is resistant to buckling because (fig. 4):
Psj=p~=lol
To III,a: SQecial case.-
.——_______ ____ A continuous member of bend-
ing stiffness EJ and under axial (compressive) load S
is traced in one of its third points against buckling in
the plane. What is the buckling load of the member when
P-/..-
. .
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pin-j ninted at both ends? Total length 2.
-, .,.
—...,.,‘.
. . ..~,, . .
It is:
2 1.tK=~ , tN=~Z
Further:
Then:
tN2 SN (EJ)K
tan ~ = .——_—_—_—_— =
1K2 SK (EJ)N
1
–= 0.25
4
tbr Which, according to Chart A:
aKr \2()———= 1.51.‘l-r
I?inally,
= 1.51 E Jn2 = ~ ~ E JTT2
———— ———_—_
—-———-
4/9 la “ X2
A support at one of the three points raises the buck-
ling load of the whole member by 3.4 times of its origiilal
figure.
To III,b: Fixation of a IIbuckling strutll through sev-
————-—— -————————————————— ———— _________ _____ _
eral llad~acent memberSt~__________
——_____ at one end (arrangement as in figo
2b) (i = 3).- Given:
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Member I EJ
t
kg cm2
——..————— ———--——-——_—.
K’ 4 x 106
1 4 x 106
2 1.8 X 10G
3 1*5 x 10=
,——. ——
1
,—____—.
cm
,—-___—.
60
50
70
80
s
.—-——— ___
kg
.————— —_— —
-15,000
-13,000
-2,000
+5,000
It is:
J’15000 UK 2ctK = 60 ————— ()= 3.67; ~– = 1.374X106
utilized) .
K and member 1 alone are not resistant to buckling
(their buckling strength being only j = 0.9) .
$1= 0.3 (See figs 4.)
q-ja= (--76---):(w)= 0“38’1.8x10G
~< and member 2 alone are not resistant to buckling
because j = 0.8.
qz = 0.2
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K and member 3 alone are not resistant to buckling in
view of j ,=...(..:9. !.. . ... . .
m = 0.53,
Altogether, it is: F= 0.3”+ 0.2 + 0053 = 1.03.
The system K, 1, 2, 3 is resistant to buckling be-
cause chart A shoks the ,no’int with the coordinates
C!LN2()--‘K =.0 and (x~~~(~)’=1.37 below thecurve with
the parameter @ = 1.o3. (It approximately lies on a curve
with the parameter q= 0.88. )
To III,c: Buckling of a three-ba~ s~stem in its~lane
-—————— __________ _____________ —— ___________ ..——..
(arrangement as of fig. 2c).- With given:
Member EJ 1 s
kg cmz cm kg
K 3.5 x 106 80 -15,000
lr~
I I
-5,000
Nr
I
4 x 106 I 50 I +8,000
It is:
a.= %x-= 5*24”,.(%s = 2*’;’
r5000 aNz 2a~ = 40 ————— ()= 1-63; ––– = 0.27 (compression1 3X106 ‘n member not fully
utilized)
K and ITl alone are not resistant to %uckling (even
when rigidly clamped at one end only) (ctKr~ll)2 can only
amount to 2.0457* in the most favorable case) .
______________________________________________________
*U2
O
= 2.0457f corresponds to the condition: a = tan a
(partially rigid restraint).
—
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%r”=~,50(n ),———. (according to chart A).
‘Nr = (’%X) :(5X%-9= 1“83
r8000 %2‘Nr = 50 ————— ()= 2.24; -–z = 0.51 (tension member)4X10= ‘rr/
K and N. alone are not resistant to buckling (see
.
above) .
$)Krl 2———— = 1.64 (according to chart A).
‘i-r/r
Chart B gives :for
,2
$)
K r ~Kr
,2
—..—— = 1.50
()
and –F—– = 1.64
TT 1 r
aK r
2
()
———
= 2.34.
l-r
This figure being smaller than the
the value:
UK 2()given ~– = 2.78,
the system is not resistant to buckling.
To III,d: Tixation of a !Ibuckling @rutll thr~u~h__~qK=
———————.—.———————————.————.——— —
eral ‘fad~acent membersll on its two ends. (arrangement as of
————————
–r––~–sy–?;–:–z~>–%?c~–zc+;;-”fig. 2d) (It
K
3r
EJ
kg cm2
1.2 x 106
1.0 x 106
.5 x 10=
1.4 x 10=
.8 X 10
1.5 x 10
t
cm
50
50
80
50
70
30
s
kg
-10,000
-3,000
+1,800
-4,000
-1-2,000
-8,000
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it is:
,..,,., ,., ,., ., ..,:__<_,-.._,...,.,,
,“. = ‘MR%-==‘(s“’=”‘
. .
ax 2()——being greater than 2.0457, buckling strut Kl-r
together-with the adjacent members at only one end, cannot
form an individual system which by itself is resistant to
buckling.
%1 = (!*O x 10G)( 1.2 x 10=.-—.—. ——-50 : )———-————-50 = 0.83
%% = ( )( 70.5 X 106 _____–_–– = (),261.2 x 10—————__——80:” 50
“2,= 80A2zF=4*8;Es=2034(tens::;.,,
T2 z = 0.52
Ft = 0.28 + 0.52 = 0.80
2
()
For ~– = O and ~t = 0.80, chart A shows
12
(a’ )
r
———— = 1.35.
‘rr ————
1
T1 = ( )(1.4 x 106 1.2 x 106—————____ ——-—————50 : )r 50 / = 1.17
fully utilized)
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v~ = ( )(Q%~_E–lAz : )1.2 x 106 =-———.—-——r 70 50
2,= %/2%,.-=305; (%$a
%= = 0.76
93r = (
1.5 x 106
)(
1.2 x 106
————————— ——— —— —___ )30/: 50 /=
0.4’76
.
= 1.24 (tension
strut)
2.08
1 8000~3r = 30 ——_——.——- = 2 l19 ; (:;~)’ = 0.49 (compres-1.5 x 10= sion strut not
fully utilized)
7i73r= 1;32
Tr = 0.46 + 0.76 -i-1.32 = 2.54
aN 2()For ~– = O and ~r = 2.54, chart A gives
‘Kr
,2
()
—— —
= 1.65
‘1-r r ––––
Chart B gives for
% r
$2
a,K
12
(n).——— ()= 1.35 and ––~– = 1.65 the value:
‘1
l-r /r
2
?)
r
——— = 2,15.
l-r
aK 2()This figure %eing higher than the given ~– = 2.11;
the system is resistant to buckling.
To III e: Bucklin~ of a triangular truss within the
—————— L__________ ___________ _____________ -
plane of the truss (arrangement as of fig. 2e).- Given
NAA. C.A. Technical Memorandum No: ,800 19
,,
-,. . 1 2 3 =K
,EJ 2 s ES Zls ‘ES t s
,, .
kg C~2 cm kg kg CE? cm kg kgcm~ o-m kg
Example 1 3X10= 55 -8500 2.5X106 65 -2000 2x 10= 60 -10000
Example 2 “2x 10= 45 -1000 IX106 50 +8000 4x 10= 70 -20000
Example 1
—————.——
“ = (?-%9: (%-%)=
r8500al = 55 ––—~ = 2.93;3X1O
92 = ( %W-) : (’%?
ctK 2()—-= 1,82‘l-r
1,64
2
()
%
——
= 0.87 (compression strut
Tr not fully satisfiecl)
= 1,15
J’
2
= 65
2000
a2 ()U2————- =
2.5X106
1.84; -- = 0.34 (compression strut
~/
‘s()’23- = 0.8’7 lies between ~,11
2
c)
——
= 0.34 lies between O
l-i
Chart C shows for the given
9, = 1*15
not- fully satis-
fied)
and 1
and ~
values of ~1 = 1D64 and
a value
a value
a value
a value
~Kr 2(’)———= 2.26
‘IT)
allr2
()
———
TT
= 2.22
Uxr 2
(n)—- = 2.11
a~r s
()
-—- = 2.06
‘I-T
—. —
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so that straight interpolation gives between
.@ @
between @@
()6 for
a12=l, ct22()
%–/ Y ()%–/
and -straight interpolation
for ()al 2 = (j,87; (;=)2 =
–n–/
Cqr 2
= 0.34 ()a value ––— = 2.23
IIZ
%2
= ()0.34 a value –# = 2.08
between @@
,~)
Kr 2
0.34 a value ––– = 2.12
I-r/
(The exact figure is 2.14 instead of 2.12. )
As this figure, 2.12 or 2.14, is greater than the
given 1,82 of member 3 = K, the triangular truss is re-
sistant to buckling (within its plane).
Example 2
———_.—.—
aK = Yom= 40’5; (%s = 2048
“ = 6-%%): (%%’)=‘*78
r,1000= 45 %2al —————2X106 ()= 1.01; +- = 0.10 (compression strut
not fully used)
‘2= (%9 : (%%)”””’
= 50
,r
~p~o a2
az —.._——
,( )
= ~024; —-? = 0.51 (tension strut)
4x10=
CLl 2() = C).lf) lies between O and ~G– /
CX2 2
“() = 0.51 (tension strut) is%– / approximated at = O
.01
‘o2
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Chart 3 shows for ~1 = ~078 and ~Z = 104
.— ,,.,....... . . ..
2
()
2“
al
c) $)
%r 2
for ~- = C); fig = O a value –,– = 2.14
%2
( )
2
for ~– ()
a2 %2
= +; —n- ()= O a value –# = 2.!37
Straigh,t interpolation gives between @l@
“ 2
0
U2 2
‘Xr
2
for –-–
()
= 0.10; –n–
()
= O a value –ti,- = 2.13
‘2
(The exact figure, with due allowance of
r)
2
= 0.51 for
the tension member, is 2.19 instead of 2.13>~
This figure, 2.13 (or 2.19) being less than the given
Cfj{2()——= 2.48 for member 3=K, the triangular system isl-r
not safe against buckling.
Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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1.0’‘
().8- Fig.1= Reduction factor ‘rfor
\ the modulus of elasticity
r 0.6
0.4 - \
of outer41astically
0.2 --
stressed members
(i.e. foru>ap)
o CT
d ~o.2 ~
a) two-bay system
K
o
b) clamping of a “buckling strut” through several lradjacentmembersf’
at one end.
‘~$i 1T=(2e00i
c) three-bay system.
+.
R _~a
d) clamping of “ through several ~ladjacentmembers’tG- strut ‘.
at both ends.
22-~jlK 1:4&‘f11r*2r.*ir
Nt=+ ,2~”=~i* Fig.2- Individual groups whose
e) buckling strength (within
triangular truss “
b
their planes) maybe proved
from the charts.1 2
3=X
a) open three-bay system.
CJ-”—---=--,-- .-8--”-.7-43
— .-
-- .
b) triangular truss.
A
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L
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.
Fig.3- Buckling forms (on buckling .
within its plane of the
system.)
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E
member
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ChartB.- Buckling of a three-haysys
5’
*
“M
.
I
in its plane. tive examples.
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Arrangement: / \
3=K
Chart C.- Buckliu of a triangulartruss within the plane of its system.
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